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INTRODUCTION

Professional design and craftsman-
ship, with award winning services. 

A well-designed kitchen is everyone’s dream, and with the 

help of Danmar Kitchens it is within everyone’s grasp. The per-

fect kitchen is a multi-functional room designed depending on 

the needs of the family. It is no longer just a room to cook in, 

instead it is the heart of the home, a room where the family 

can relax, entertain friends, or perhaps simply enjoy a pleasant 

environment where the children can do their homework while 

the evening meal is being prepared. 

No two families are the same and their requirements differ, 

such as the available space and desired budget. This is where 

Martyn Ive and his team can step in, not only can they trans-

form dreams into reality, but their extensive experience means 

that they can offer new ideas and innovative solutions to cre-

ate a better kitchen. 

Danmar is an independent trading kitchen company, this 

means that we provide our customers with the ability to de-

cide their budget and function. Danmar will then discuss po-

tential options or other ideas to ensure the customer is happy 

with the price and the product.
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Our design studio is located in West 
Malling and our spacious studio of-
fers customers an extensive range 
of kitchen displays, appliances and 
worktops.

After discussing the vision, our in-house team will work to create a se-
lection of mood boards, enabling our clients to visualise their kitch-
en. We will manage alterations and provide one-to-one support to en-
sure that our customers are completely satisfied with their designs. 

Book a consultation with one of our professional team members. Custom-
ers can sit down and enjoy a hot drink while chatting with one of our de-
sign representatives. This is the perfect opportunity to discuss our huge 
variety of colours for both internal and external units from an array of man-
ufacturers to ensure we find the perfect materials for the dream kitchen. 
With our grand selection of worktops, customers can explore what we of-
fer, to decide what best suits their requirements.
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K I T C H E N S 
PROFESSIONAL, TIMELESS, STUNNING
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Danmar has the design and machine capability to create a stunning 
kitchen for our customer’s home, putting the vision of the customer in 

the forefront to create a personalised dream kitchen. 

Take inspiration from our portfolio to see our capabilities and how to 
best utilise the kitchen space. Every house has its own personality, qual-
ity features and styles. Enjoy a consultation with one of our designers, 
to encapsulate the vision of the kitchen, whilst our graphic designers 
create a 3D image of the space, incorporating colours and textures to 
allow our clients to visualise their home in real time.

We will tailor the clients experience at Danmar to best suit their needs. 
Our ranges are suitable for both commercial and residential use, and 
can be modified to fit the needs of all families. 
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“The work was outstanding, from 
truly creative design, high quality 
manufacturing, expert fitting, and 

especially, perfect finishing”

MR & MRS FELIX

Goudhrst , Kent
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Why choose a contemporary kitchen? Nowadays there is a vast amount of choice for colours, textures and 
styles so deciding which manufacturer best suits our customer’s contemporary needs, is important. Danmar 
works with the company Xylocleaf, their selection of original and one off cabinetry provides a nice shake up 
in styles of what most people thought possible to have in their homes. This variety allows our customers to 
explore more styles and not feel that they’re limited to a dozen of colours, making their kitchen truly personal.

Danmar’s Contemporary Range 

When it comes to clients choosing the right worktop for their home, Danmar has a grand variety of different 
companies, all with a large range of styles, textures and patterns. Danmar works with companies such as Ceas-
erstone, Lapitec, Dekton, Cambria and Cilestone. All of which have great differences in prices and styles, so 
with Danmar’s extensive collection we can create a variety of mood boards for visual aid.
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CONTEMPORARY KITCHEN

Socialise with friends around an 
inviting island!

Here we have a modern two tone, high gloss kitchen. The 
choice of colours for this kitchen, gloss white and metal-
lic grey are excellent as they compliment the contemporary 
style. The design effortlessly promotes a sociable atmos-
phere, through the central island, without limiting the func-
tionality of the kitchen.

The smart layout of the appliances help make the kitchen 
feel modern and advanced, making life easier for the user. 
The integration of a double oven, coffee machine, wine cool-
er, hob and extractor fan compliment the modern style and 
exaggerates the high-end finish. This integration is always 
beneficial for ease of access for our customers.

Having an island is always a stunning feature to add to 
any kitchen, incorporating additional worktop and storage 
space, whilst also providing a dining solution. The island can 
be tailored to suit our client’s needs; whether the primary 
purpose will be for additional seating, or a modern cooking 
worktop, Danmar will design the layout to best fit the client.
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“Danmar designed and fitted my 
beautiful cabinetry. I used them 

because they’re known for 
high end innovation & quality” 

MR & MRS MARDELL

Leybourne Chase, Kent 
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Mr & Mrs O’Brians Kitchen

Worktop - Dekton Alpine White 

Cabinetry - Beach Oak Laminate
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A traditional kitchen always creates an elegant and homely atmosphere. The neutral colours feel softer 
and inviting for friends, and family to gather in and socialize while everyone helps chip in for making 
Sunday lunch.

Danmar’s Traditional Range 

Danmar will help guide a customer with which appliances will best suit the style of your home and the 
style of cooking. We can provide traditional Agas that will match the style or we can provide traditional 
cabinetry and then easier access modern appliances. In a traditional kitchen, large metal knobs and 
handles best suit the traditional style as they have an appearance of being handcrafted and the designs 
are aged as they have been used for many years. 
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With our vast machine capabilities we are able to produce beautiful bespoke joinery for a traditional 
room, with around the room high quality detailing; mantel piece, doors, tongue and grove panels and 
cornice to really bring traditional life to your kitchen.
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Mr & Mrs Huxley Kitchen

Worktop - Carrara Stone  

Cabinetry - Handpainted Farrow & Ball Purbeck Stone 
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“The work they did was outstanding. 
Truly creative design & quality 

manufacturing”

MR & MRS HUXLEY

Maidstone, Kent
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CONCEPTUAL KITCHEN

Bold & inviting kitchen to wow 
family & friends

Here we have a stylish take of a conceptual kitchen that 
uses a light but bold colour scheme which optimises stor-
age space and is personalised to match the cooking needs 
of our client. Firstly, looking at the colour choice, the major-
ity of the units have been hand painted in Ichira Blue, which 
compliments the lighter colours used from the Dekton Enzo 
worktop and the custom leather island worktop. 

Our customer for this kitchen is real foodie who loves cook-
ing and preparing meals for family and friends. The choice 
of appliances and layout were a key feature when design-
ing this kitchen, the hob, ovens, plate warmers and micro-
wave have been housed in a tall larder unit all aligned for 
making cooking easier, as well as having enough space to 
entertain and feed plenty of guest. 

As cooking was such a big influence for this customer, 
smart storage needs to be taken into consideration. We 
incorporated intelligent designs to cater for the storage 
spaces, providing a combination of different size cabinets 
and drawers, to ensure equipment could be stored away 
effectively.
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MR & MRS CURTIS 

WORKTOP - Dekton Entzo

CABINETRY - Hanpainted Ichira blue & Conforth White
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Danmar’s Traditional Oak Range 
Stunning handcrafted oak furniture is made here at Danmar, using our workshops high end machinery with our sublime 
British Craftsmanship that is created on-site for a customer’s dream kitchen. As we have few limitations from our craftsmen 
regarding styles and preferences, we can create a truly bespoke kitchen for our customers, from the plinth to the cornice.
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The decision to have an oak kitchen is always a beautiful choice. A handcrafted oak kitchen by Danmar will always have 
the fine detailing and exquisite design that most people expect and require when having a bespoke kitchen. All pieces are 
handcrafted and created by one of our highly qualified and precise joiners.

Danmar’s Bespoke Oak Features 
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BEDROOMS 
ORGINAL, DISTINCTIVE, EFFOTLESS
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At Danmar, we work with a 
diverse range of materials and 
finishes. Whether it’s solid wood, 
veneer, or a textured melamine, 
we offer it all.

We pride ourselves on detail, both in the design and the manufacturing stages.  
All our veneers and grain effect melamines come grain matched.  This means that 
on a cupboard with multiple doors, the grain flows across all panels rather than 
having a staggered look. We can also grain match entire kitchen islands using a 
horizontal or vertical grain.

The beauty of a Danmar Kitchen is we don’t have catalogues.  All our furniture is 
made specially to suit.  Therefore we have very few boundaries.  Not only are our 
cabinets made to measure, they can be made using any material we can source 
from our suppliers. 

PAINTED FURNITURE
ELEGANT,  DISTINCTIVE,  CLASSIC

Have a colour you love…? Not a problem.  Our state of the art spray booth means 
we can colour match and paint furniture to any colour.  If you’re after the traditional 
finish, our team of decorators will hand paint the furniture onsite.  While there are 
greater limitations doing this, the beauty is you can have it repainted as and when 
you like.  Any damage caused through wear and tear can be rectified on site.
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Stunning & timeless furniture 
for all styles

In this image we have one of our traditional fretwork bed-
rooms, using a light colour palette allowing the room to 
feel elegant. A key design feature of this bedroom, is the 
built-in wardrobes. This feature is aesthetically pleasing 
as the wardrobes achieve such a clean finish, all edging 
can be filled in creating a flushed finish making the ward-
robes part of the room. 

This integration creates a sleek finish, meaning that a lot 
of space is saved around the rest of the bedroom for dec-
orative pieces or furniture. This also allows the option for 
beautifully planned and bespoke smart storage options 
which can be tailored to our customer’s fashion or func-
tional needs.
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The Danmar designers are professionally trained and qualified to use AutoCad programs. These qualifications 
allow Danmar to create stunning and to scale designs of our customers furniture, helping our clients see the 
fine detail of their new wardrobes and how the styles will fit in with their room and current home décor. 

Danmar’s 3D Features 
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“They’ve always showed excellent 
customer service in helping me; new 
ideas, new equipment and other ways 
to consistently enhance my kitchen”

MR & MRS  JEFFERIES

Sevenoaks, Kent



For the easy maintenance, cleaner friendly kitchen, we offer a vinyl wrapped design.  Using a heavy 
duty, robust vinyl which comes in a range of matts, glosses, textured and woodgrains, we heat shrink 
these onto our MDF panels which can be CNC cut into a variety of styles.

Contemporary Furniture 

Made to measure and fully customisable, these are a huge hit with families with young children or 
animals. Simply wipe down with a weak bleach solution and they’re as good as new again.
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Mr & Mrs Bayliss Bedroom

Internal - Tobacco Walnut

Cabinetry - Matt Havana
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“Danmar completed our kitchen, they 
were professional from beginning to 
end. Premium levels of service and 

high quality products.”

MR & MRS HENDERSON

Tunbridge Wells, Kent
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Mr & Mrs Grooves Bedroom

Doors - XyloCleaf Madreperla Ametis

Carcass - Egger Premium White 
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S T U D I E S
ELEGANT, CHARMING, STYLISH
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When designing a new study there are a many key features we will think about and ask our customer, 
to ensure that we find out how to make this work space truly bespoke and personal. Asking lots of 
questions about future work in order to achieve a better understanding what storage solutions suits 
our customer, wheter it be space for filing or open base units for computers or both and more. Individ-
ually discussing the purpose of each unit and draw, all to ensure that we are personalizing our client’s 
studies to their exact needs and styles.

Danmar’s Studies 

Also, creating fully purposeful units to make life easier, we can also add smart and discrete AV/media 
racking on the furniture (that may require it) maintaining with the sleek and professional finish. Anoth-
er upside to the media racking is the maintenance and protection of the cables, the racking that will be 
used keeps the cables secure and prevent them getting tangled which can damage them. If security 
is important for our customer we can provide security cameras around the study in discrete locations 
so they will not stand out or become an eyesore.
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“The fitting team were efficient, 
skilled, tidy and reliable. All are very 
friendly at Danmar, making us feel 

invited from the start.”

MR & MRS SOOD

Ightham, Sevenoaks
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Mr & Mrs Coleman Study

Worktop - Super Matt Indigo

Cabinetry - Super Matt Indigo
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CONTEMPORARY STUDY

Crisp and elegant study to calmfully 
work in. 

For this study, we created an elegant and inviting work-
place to feel relaxed and promote productivity. The room 
also incorporates smart storage solutions to ensure the 
workspace is kept clear. For the smart storage, draw 
packs have been integrated to create an ideal place to 
keep stationary and documents, whilst being easily ac-
cessible to the user.

The choice of colour being all white allows for a crisp work 
space, as well as promoting a bright and open space. The 
choice of the floating shelves accompanies the open plan 
design as it creates a modern display opportunity. 
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Open shelving units are an excellent way to show off subtle contrast in the furniture. Dependant on the size of the 
room, open shelving can make the room more spacious, whilst also providing a storage solution, allowing families 
to effortlessly display special items.

Display Cases
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“The team suggested helpful storage 
options that I wouldn’t have considered. 
Our fitters were brilliant & they worked 

extremely quickly. Amzing job!”

MR & MRS JONES

Kings Hill , Kent
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The Danmar  design team takes great pride in offering a full customer service from start to finish. From 
the moment you walk into the show room we will guide you on design layouts, and material options , 
offering great colour choice and door designs to work with your home. We have a dedicated cgi team 
that generate realistic room plans that aid you on the completion of your final design and touches.

Danmar’s Promise

We also like to think besides using the best materials for your kitchen, that the longevity is second 
to none and our price structure will suit all budgets in a very competitive market place. Danmar`s in 
house fitting team work along side out in house architect to make the perfect fit,  professional and tidy 
service.
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MARTYN IVE
Sales Director

ALEX BAYLISS
Architect 

HAYLEY WALBY
Finacial Director

CHARLIE HATFULL
CGI Manager

CALLUM TAYLOR
Marketing Manager

KIRSTY GROVES
Interior Design Consultant

THE DANMAR OFFICE TEAM
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ALEX WHIITTIN
Project Manager

AARON MAY
Fitter 

MATT WATSON
Fitter 

ALEX IVE
Fitter 

THE DANMAR FITTING TEAM

BEN WOODFALL
Project Manager

JOSH IVE 
Senior Fitter 






